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Abstract  

 The effects of milled glass fibre as fillers on the impact and post impact compression (CAI) 

behavior of glass/epoxy composite laminates is investigated. The milled glass fiber fillers 5% by 

weight of epoxy were incorporated into the glass/epoxy laminates by using ultra-sonication and 

mechanical stirring techniques then the results were compared with the baseline glass/epoxy 

laminate. The incident energy applied were 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 Joules. The glass filler loaded 

samples exhibited higher peak force than the baseline samples. The compression strength of Non-

Impacted (NI) filler loaded samples was improved by 18% compared to the baseline samples. A 

good correlation between milled glass filler addition into the matrix of glass/epoxy composites and 

the improvement in impact damage and residual CAI behaviors were evident. The improved 

impact and CAI properties of milled glass filled composite indicate that this composite is a good 

candidate for load bearing applications.   
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1. Introduction 

 High performance laminated composites have been extensively used in several industries 

such as aerospace, marine, automobile, wind turbines due to their excellent in-plane specific 

strength and stiffness. However, fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composites are highly susceptible 

to internal damage during transverse loading making them susceptible to impact and post impact 

damage. In addition, this scenario leads to common failure modes such as matrix deformation, 

micro-cracking, interfacial debonding, fiber splitting, fiber breakage and fiber pull-out. 

Delamination is a predominant failure mode, which can cause reduction in strength and stiffness 

of composites leading to growth of damage and ultimate failure. The structural integrity of 

composite materials is influenced by even a small tool drop and debris impact on composite parts 

during their service life leading to loss of residual flexural and compression strengths [1-3].  An 

analysis of these failure modes requires an understanding of residual internal stresses created due 

to various failure modes. Hence, these residual strengths and damages are assessed and understood 

to ensure the structural integrity of the composite laminates. Mostly, the post impact compressive 

strength of impact damaged laminates are evaluated to design the composite laminates with 

damage tolerance approach. Naik et al. [4] investigated the impact and post impact compressive 

behaviours of glass/carbon hybrid composite laminates by altering the stacking sequence. Gustin 

et al. [5] investigated the low-velocity-impact of Kevlar/Carbon fiber composites. They observed 

that reduction in CAI strength was minimised by incorporating Kevlar layers to the laminates. 

Caminero et al. [6] presented results on the effects of thickness and ply-stacking sequence on the 

compression after impact (CAI) strength of carbon fibre reinforced epoxy laminates. Their results 

indicated that the thicker laminates have higher post impact compression strength, which was 



influenced by incident impact energies. Furthermore, it concluded that the CAI strength was 

further influenced by the ply-stacking sequence. 

The impact resistance and damage tolerance of the glass fiber reinforced composite laminates are 

better than the carbon fiber reinforced laminates, due to their higher strain to failure resulting in 

higher energy absorption [7, 8]. Ibekwe et al. [9] studied the impact and compression after impact 

behaviours of laminated composites at low temperatures. The results from their work suggest that 

cross-ply laminates have higher impact resistance than the unidirectional laminates.  

De Freitas and Reis [10] characterised the failure mechanism of composite laminates subjected to 

compression after impact. Their results exhibited that the delaminated area increased due to impact 

and post impact compressive strength as a function of absorbed energy. Moreover, the impact 

response of the composite laminates has been a major concern in engineering applications because 

of lack of full understanding of the effect of impact and post impact loadings on the failure 

mechanisms, low impact damage resistance and low transverse mechanical properties [11, 12]. 

Over the past few years, researchers in composites industry have been focusing on improving resin 

dominated properties by incorporating micro-sized soft organic/rigid inorganic fillers. It has also 

been observed that these fillers considerably improved the fracture toughness of the composites 

[13-15].  

Recent advancement in nano-particles like Nano clay, Carbon nanotubes (CNT) and Nanofiber 

has shown potential to improve the mechanical properties of thermosets and their laminates [16]. 

Crack pinning, CNT bridging, crack arresting, crack deflection were the prominent toughening 

mechanisms reported in CNT modified epoxy matrix system [18-20]. Similarly, the work carried 

out by Nezhad and Thakur [21] on the effects of incorporating varied wt. % of graphite carbon 



nanoparticles (CNPs) into epoxy matrix suggested a significant improvement in mechanical 

performance due to the effect of morphological changes. However, it was highlighted to be 

challenging to achieve uniform dispersion and proper interfacial bonding with these nanofillers 

[22, 23]. Kostopoulus et al. [17] tested the impact and post impact properties of CFRP composite 

laminates. They reported that addition of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) had no effect 

on delamination area and absorbed energy. Despite the advantages, employing CNT’s into epoxy 

matrix increases the viscosity and hence the processing cost is inflated [24].  

Similarly, waste materials generated by the Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) composite industries 

often end up in landfills, which causes negative environmental impacts. According to recent review 

undertaken by Mgbemena et al. [25], which highlighted that advanced composite materials can 

offer tailored materials properties while maintaining environmentally friendly structures. Hence, 

recycling of polymeric waste materials would contribute to a more sustainable and economic FRP 

industry [26]. These issues direct to utilisation of recycled milled glass fiber as an alternative filler 

for laminated composites. 

In general, all the aforementioned research works evidently exhibit the possibility of enhancing 

the damage tolerance of composite laminates by incorporating the recycled milled glass fibers as 

an alternative for commercial fillers. In this work, the influence of milled glass fiber fillers on the 

low velocity impact behavior of glass/epoxy composites laminates have been investigated. The 

milled glass fiber fillers were added to the epoxy matrix of the laminate, 5% by weight fraction 

using ultra sonication. The filler loaded samples were subjected to drop weight impact test at 

different energy levels (10J, 15J, 20J, 25J and 30J). The parameters such as impact force, absorbed 

energy, residual deformation and damage area were investigated and the results are correlated with 

the baseline samples. 



2. Experimental procedures 

2.1 Materials and fabrication of composite laminates 

The composite laminates with cross-ply stacking sequence of [0/90]4s configuration was fabricated 

from unidirectional 220 GSM Glass fabric and LY556 Epoxy resin with HY951 hardener. Initially, 

milled glass fiber fillers were mixed in the epoxy resin (5 wt.% of epoxy) to distribute the filler 

uniformly by mechanical stirring and Ultra-sonication. Subsequently, the mixture was degassed to 

remove entrapped air bubbles. Afterward, hardener was added to the mixture at a ratio of 1:10 by 

weight and further stirred to initiate the curing process. The glass fiber and epoxy resin were taken 

in the ratio of 1:1 by weight. The laminates were fabricated by hand layup method in combination 

with compression moulding technique at room temperature using a 50kN machine at a pressure of 

5 MPa. Similarly, baseline glass/epoxy laminates without milled glass fiber fillers were fabricated 

as above. ASTM D7137M-12 standard compression after impact specimens of size 150mm X 

100mm were cut from the fabricated laminate of dimension 500mm X 500mm using abrasive 

water-jet cutting machine. The nominal thickness of the laminate was ± 4.5mm. All the laminates 

were cured under room temperature for 24 Hrs. 

2.2. Drop weight impact test 

Drop weight impact test was performed utilising a Fractovis drop weight impact tester at room 

temperature. Low velocity impact response of the glass/epoxy composite laminates was 

investigated at different impact energy levels (10J, 15J, 20J, 25J and 30J). The samples were 

impacted with hemispherical steel impactor of 12.7mm diameter with a mass of 1.926 kg. The 

clamping system has a clamping force of 1000 N and the test was performed according to ASTM 

D7136M-05 standard. The impactor was dropped at the center of the specimen from selective 



heights to achieve the required impact energy level. A catcher mechanism was actuated to avoid 

multiple impacts on the samples. Impact parameters such as impact force, impact energy, 

maximum deformation and residual deformation were recorded during the impact test.  

2.3 Compression after impact (CAI) tests 

The Compression After Impact (CAI) tests was performed at room temperature, using an 

ASTM D 7137 fixture in a 100 kN Tinius Olsen Universal Testing Machine (UTM) as per ASTM 

D7137M-12 standard to evaluate the residual compressive strength. The CAI specimens were 

clamped exactly on the fixture by adjusting four supporting plate for arresting the global buckling 

[28]. The compressive load is applied under constant displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. The data 

acquisition system in the universal testing machine recorded the force-displacement history. The 

CAI strength )( C  of the specimen is calculated using the equation (1).  
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Where, FMax , b and d denote the maximum failure load, the width and the thickness of the 

CAI samples, respectively. 

3. Results and discussion 

The low velocity impact behaviour was experimentally investigated for baseline glass/epoxy 

samples and filler loaded glass/epoxy samples.  

Figure 1 shows typical load and energy versus time curves of baseline glass/epoxy samples and 

filler loaded glass/epoxy samples tested at different impact energy levels. The profile of these 

curves indicates that the load reaches a maximum value, followed by a drop after the peak load. 



The peak force, contact duration and absorbed energy have been found to increase with increase 

in impact energy. In all the cases of impact energy levels, the impactor rebounds after deforming 

the samples which represents no penetration has occurred [27].  In general, at low energy impact, 

the load-time response was observed to be smooth and symmetric during loading and unloading, 

indicating occurrence of progressive damage. However at 25J and 30J impact energy levels, 

sudden drop after the peak load was observed which is attributed to unstable progression of 

delamination damage. The severity of damage relies on the level of load drop observed. It can be 

observed that the filler loaded samples exhibit only fewer oscillation at peak load promoting less 

damage than the case of baseline samples. Subsequently for all the impact energy levels, the filler 

loaded samples exhibited higher peak load, lesser contact duration and absorbed energy than the 

baseline samples. The peak load and the contact duration experienced by the impactor during an 

impact event indicates the load bearing capacity of the composite laminates, which is associated 

with the initial rigidity of the samples [28]. This observation confirms that higher impact load 

bearing capacity can be achieved by incorporation of milled glass fiber fillers.  

Three samples were tested in each category and the average values were taken to evaluate the peak 

load, absorbed energy, time taken to peak load, maximum deformation, residual deformation and 

CAI strength for each set of samples.  The results for different impact energy levels are summarised 

in Table 1. 

Figure 1 further depicts the damage initiation, growth and change in specimen stiffness. It can be 

noted from figures 1(a) and 1(b) that the sudden load drop was observed at impact energy levels 

of 20J, 25J and 30J, which represents the incipient damage due to delamination [29, 30]. This 

damage occurred in both baseline glass/epoxy and filler loaded glass/epoxy samples. From the 

curves of energy versus time in Figure 1, the impact energy can be characterised into different 



stages. In Stage I, the absorbed energy is relatively low attributing to small dent/deformation of 

the samples along the thickness. In Stage II, change in slope of the curve is observed due to increase 

in contact area of the impactor with the sample. Finally, in Stage III the plateau of the curve begins 

and loss of contact between Impactor and sample occurs [31].  

Initially in an impact event, the impact energy is absorbed by the composite materials through 

elastic deformation till threshold energy is reached. However, beyond a certain threshold energy, 

the impact energy is absorbed through elastic deformation and creation of damage through 

different failure modes. In general, the impact energy is the amount of energy given to the sample 

by impactor. The total amount of energy dissipated by the sample through formation of damage is 

denoted as absorbed energy and the remaining energy, which is the difference between impact 

energy and absorbed energy, is retained by impactor in rebound. It can be observed that, at all the 

impact energy levels, the absorbed energy of baseline glass/epoxy samples is higher than the filler 

loaded glass/epoxy samples representing the occurrence of substantial damage. 

Figure 2 (a) shows the energy profile diagram plotted between absorbed energy and impact energy 

for both baseline GFRP Samples and Filler loaded samples. It can be observed from the figure that 

the equal energy line represents that absorbed energy is equal to impact energy. Here, in all the 

cases of impact energy levels (10J, 15J, 20J, 25J, and 30J) no perforation has occurred. It can be 

seen that at 10J impact energy level, the low velocity impact behaviour of filler loaded samples is 

better than the baseline glass/epoxy samples. At this impact energy level, the absorbed energy of 

baseline glass/epoxy samples is 42 % higher than the absorbed energy of the filler loaded samples. 

Similarly, at 15J and 20J impact energy levels, the baseline glass/epoxy samples absorbed more 

energy than the filler loaded sample. In contrast, at these energy levels the energy absorbed by the 

baseline samples is only 5 % and 10 % more than the filler loaded samples. As the impact energy 



was further increased to 25J and 30J, the filler loaded samples exhibited slightly higher energy 

absorption compared to the baseline glass/epoxy samples [17]. This increase in energy absorption 

is attributed to additional energy dissipation mechanisms such as crack deflection, interlocking of 

filler/matrix interface and filler debonding/pullout. However, the delamination damage was found 

to be reduced in the filler loaded samples compared to the baseline samples, in spite of higher 

energy absorptions at 25J and 30J impact energy levels. From Figures 5 and 6, it is evident that 

the incorporation of milled glass fiber filler in glass/epoxy laminates has reduced impact damage 

area and promoted better impact performance in comparison with the baseline glass/epoxy 

laminates.    

Figure 3 represents the damage degree and residual deformation plot for both baseline samples 

and filler loaded Samples. The progression and accumulation of damage during an impact event 

can be investigated from the damage degree. Damage degree is defined as the ratio of absorbed 

energy to the given impact energy. The damage degree is unity when absorbed energy equals the 

impact energy, indicating the penetration of the sample. In general, the damage degree is a measure 

of the extent of deterioration in the structural integrity of laminates during an impact event. It is 

also known that the residual deformation or permanent deformation is the indentation experienced 

after an impact event on the surface of the composite laminate. It is worthy to note that, no 

penetration has occurred for all the cases of impact energy levels considered. It is observed from 

figure 3 (a) that, damage degree increases with increase in impact energy levels which indicates 

the progression of damage. It is also evident that the addition of milled glass fiber filler on 

glass/epoxy laminates decreased the damage degree showing enhanced impact resistance of the 

composite laminate. It was found that inclusion of fillers enhanced the adhesion between the 

fiber/matrix interface promoting efficient load transfer and reduced damage size.  



From Figure 3 (a) and (b), as the impact energy increases, the damage degree and residual 

deformation have been observed to increase owing to accumulation of damage. However, at higher 

impact energy levels of 25J and 30J, the damage degree for both the baseline and filler loaded 

samples are similar, due to higher energy absorption capability and subsequently higher damage 

progression. Yet, the permanent deformation of the filler loaded sample was observed to be lesser 

than the baseline samples which evidences that incorporation of milled glass fiber fillers has 

improved the impact damage resistance in glass/epoxy composite laminates. 

Figure 4 (a) shows variation of the velocity of impactor and deformation for various impact energy 

levels. It is well known that, during the initial stage of impact, the velocity of the striker is higher. 

As the velocity becomes zero, maximum deformation of the samples occurs. This instant of time 

is known as the bounce point. The curve follows a parabolic trend, indicating that no perforation 

has occurred in all the impact energy cases. From Figure 4 (a), it can be observed that the bounce 

point occurs earlier for the filler loaded samples than the baseline samples.  In general, the ratio of 

the rebound velocity to impact velocity (VR/VI) decreases with increasing impact energy which 

illustrates the increasing damage in the samples. If the ratio is equal to 1, then the impact event is 

purely elastic [32]. The velocity ratio was found to be higher for filler loaded samples exhibiting 

higher elastic energy than the baseline samples. Elastic energy is the amount of energy which will 

not be transferred to the samples for creating permanent damage. In contrast this energy will be 

utilised by the impactor for rebounding. As the impact energy level increases, more energy is 

expended for forming damage on the samples than for rebound of the impactor. It is also observed 

that amount of elastic energy decreases with the increasing impact energy which evidences that 

more energy is absorbed by the samples at higher impact energy levels and thus resulting in more 

damage area which can be seen from Figures 5 and 6. The rate of change in velocity (deceleration) 



was also higher for the filler loaded samples, which indicates that incorporation of the milled glass 

fiber fillers enhances the impact resistance of the composite laminates. Overall, the maximum 

deformation and the bounce time of the filler loaded samples were lower compared to the baseline 

samples. 

3.1 Damage process and damage area during LVI 

Composite laminates exhibit poor impact resistance due to the premature failure during a Low 

Velocity Impact (LVI) event by transverse matrix cracking, fiber matrix interface debonding. This 

can be enhanced by improving the inter-laminar properties of brittle epoxy matrix by incorporation 

of fillers.   

The front and back surface of the impact damaged laminates were examined for assessing the 

extent of the damage. The damage area measurement was carried out in order to evaluate the 

delamination area induced during impact damage. The quantification of delamination area was 

performed using post processing image J software. Figure 5 shows the projected delamination area 

of damaged samples at different impact energy levels. Figure 6 verifies that filler loaded samples 

exhibit reduced damage area than the baselines samples. Incorporation of milled glass fiber filler 

enhanced the delamination resistance during impact loading.   

In general, at low impact energy level (10J) only localised matrix cracking was found to occur at 

the impact site due to higher inter-laminar shear stress generated during impact loading. In the 

baseline samples local indentation occurred at the impact site associated with minor matrix 

cracking. In other words, matrix cracking occurred under the edge of the impactor due to the high 

transverse shear stress. However, no dent/indentation was observed on the impacted surface of the 

filler loaded samples exhibiting higher impact resistance due to improved matrix properties, which 



can be seen from Figure 7. The stiffness of the material will not degrade significantly due to 

localised matrix cracking. However, this internal damage increases significantly with increase in 

impact energy, which is related to the ply delamination, which is associated with degrading 

interlaminar bonds. 

 As the impact energy level increases, the samples absorb more energy and the damage area on the 

samples also increases due to the tensile, shear matrix cracking and fiber fracture. At the 

intermediate energy level, both matrix cracking and delamination occur at the local impact zone. 

It can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, that the filler loaded samples exhibit lower impact damage 

area than the baseline samples due to enhanced fracture toughness of the filler loaded samples. 

At moderate impact energy levels (15J and 20J), higher contact force induces a transverse shear 

crack which leads to critical matrix cracking, further resulting in delamination. 

At 20J impact energy level, it can be observed that fiber breakage is clearly visible on the baseline 

samples which occurred due to the higher local stresses and indentation effect on the impacted site 

(front surface), and higher bending stresses on the non-impacted site (rear surface). Conversely, it 

can be seen from Figure 7 that the intensity of the damage is relatively minor in the filler loaded 

specimens. 

Moreover, at higher impact energy levels, the major contribution to energy absorption is from fiber 

breakage. It can be observed from Figure 1 that the filler loaded samples exhibited higher energy 

absorption than the baseline samples. The absorbed energy of the filler loaded samples was slightly 

higher than the baseline samples displaying that presence of filler in the glass/epoxy composite is 

significant at higher impact energy levels. It can be seen in Figure 7 where fiber breakage has 

occurred both on the top and bottom surface of the laminates indicating higher energy absorption. 



It can also be observed from figures 5 and 6 that the damage area on the rear surface of impacted 

sample is greater than the front surface. At 25J and 30J impact energy levels, the entire failure 

modes, that is, matrix cracking, delamination and fiber breakage occurred progressively in baseline 

samples. Fiber failure occurred on the front and rear surface of the laminates revealing that the 

failure occurred due to localised stress concentration below the impacted site and higher bending 

stress on the non-impacted site. It is evident that higher energy levels yield more detrimental 

damage. It is clear from the results that there is definitive correlation between increased in energy 

applied and the damage extent and that the severity of the damage developed.  

3.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

In order to investigate the microstructural damage, scanning electron microscopy was performed 

on both baseline and filler loaded samples. The samples were placed on the holder and coated with 

gold to prevent charge build-up through electron absorption. A 12kV accelerated voltage was 

applied to accomplish desired magnification.  

Figure 8 (a) shows the fracture surface of baseline samples, which exhibit smooth and brittle 

fracture. The coalescences of the micro crack in the resin rich interfaces causes formation of 

hackles pattern which occurred due to shear deformation [33, 34]. The delamination damage shows 

the poor bonding between the fiber/matrix interfaces (propagation of crack between the interfaces 

due to low fracture toughness of the epoxy matrix). The debonded fiber and minor fracture ridges 

exhibiting smooth and brittle fracture surface can be noticed in the figure. The observed failure 

behavior can be related to composite processing and parameters used to enhance the overall 

composite performance [35]. 



Figure 8 (b) shows the fracture surfaces of the filler loaded samples with rough fracture surface. 

The incorporation of filler in the glass/epoxy samples resulted in improved inter-laminar fracture 

toughness which prevents the developing delamination cracks. The fillers in the resin rich domain 

arrest crack propagation by preventing the expansion of matrix micro-cracking and by blunting the 

crack propagation (delamination). At higher impact energy levels, the filler loaded samples exhibit 

reduced delamination area and yet absorb additional energy through toughening mechanisms such 

as interlocking of filler/matrix interface, crack deflection and filler debonding/pullout, exhibiting 

additional energy dissipation mechanisms due to improved fracture toughness. Moreover, the 

presence of the milled glass fiber fillers in the glass/epoxy composites enhances the matrix 

properties and prevents the development of delamination by arresting the cracks between adjacent 

plies. 

3.3 Post impact compression strength 

Composite laminates are susceptible to impact loadings and some extreme conditions during their 

service life. Low velocity impacts create damage involving indentation, matrix cracking, 

interlaminar failure (fiber-matrix delamination) on the composite laminates often with no signs of 

damage on the surface. Such impact damage can reduce the residual strength of the composite 

laminates drastically. The residual damage tolerance of such composite laminates can be evaluated 

by compression after impact (CAI) test.  

During CAI test, homogeneous compression causes the cracks to propagate normal to the loading 

direction from the impact point. Propagation of delamination occurs at the impact point and finally 

buckling of plies leads to ultimate failure of the structure. The compressive fiber failure is a key 

failure mechanism in CAI test, which occurs due to local buckling of fiber causing the kink band 



formation. In general, the residual strength is influenced by the delamination area which is a 

function of impact energy.  

Figure 9 (a) shows the Compression After impact (CAI) strength of both baseline and filler loaded 

samples impacted at different energy levels. It can be observed that the residual CAI strength of 

the glass/epoxy samples decrease with the increase in impact energy. However, at all the impact 

energy levels, the filler loaded samples exhibited higher residual strength than the baseline samples 

attributing to the improved matrix properties (fracture toughness). In baseline samples, the residual 

strength for 10J, 15J, 20J, 25J, and 30J impact energy levels was found to be 6%, 14%, 20%, 24% 

and 26% lower respectively than the non-impacted baseline samples. Correspondingly, in filler 

loaded samples, the percentage reduction in residual strength for 10J, 15J, 20J, 25J, and 30J impact 

energy levels was found to be 5%, 9%, 12%, 17% and 21% respectively in comparison with non-

impacted filler loaded samples. The results of the CAI test for different energy levels are 

summarised in Table 1. 

 It was observed that, the compressive strength of Non-Impacted (NI) filler loaded glass/epoxy 

samples is 123.11 ± 1.5 (MPa) which is found to be 18% higher when compared to the 104.22 ± 

1.61 (MPa) compressive strength of baseline glass/epoxy samples.  The percentage improvement 

in residual compression strength of filler loaded samples for different impact energies (10J, 15J, 

20J, 25J, and 30J) was found to be 19%, 25%, 30%, 28% and 26% respectively higher than the 

impacted baseline samples.  It can be observed that the addition of milled glass fiber fillers in the 

matrix of glass/epoxy composites enhanced the residual CAI strength which is attributed to 

strengthened interface, resulting in delayed fiber micro-buckling that causes the ultimate failure. 

4. Conclusions 



Experimental investigation on the influence of milled glass fiber fillers during impact and post 

impact compression behaviour of glass/epoxy composite laminate has been undertaken and the 

conclusions are summarised as follows: 

1. The filler loaded samples exhibited higher peak load, lesser contact duration and increased 

absorbed energy than the baseline samples. This exhibited higher load bearing capacity in 

the composite laminates which is associated to initial rigidity of the samples. Incorporation 

of milled glass fiber filler in glass/epoxy laminates promotes good adhesion between fibers/ 

matrix interface. In the baseline samples, early failure tends to initiate at the interface 

region due to high shear stresses generated within the matrix. However, adding milled glass 

fiber filler enhances the fracture toughness behavior of the matrix through crack diversion 

and arrest, resulting in more efficient load transfer.  

2. The peak load, energy absorbed, residual deformation and damage area increase with the 

increase in impact energy, which attributes to the damage developed during impact loading. 

The filler loaded samples absorbed less energy than the baseline samples at lower impact 

energies. However, at higher impact energies (25J and 30J), the energy absorbed by the 

filler loaded samples slightly increases due to additional energy dissipation mechanisms 

such as crack deflection, interlocking of filler/matrix interface and filler debonding/pullout.  

3. In general, the degree of damage was observed to increase with increased impact energy. 

However, for filler loaded samples, it decreases due to enhanced mechanical properties of 

glass/epoxy laminate due to the incorporation of fillers. It was also found that the bounce 

point occurs earlier and the velocity ratio is higher for filler loaded samples, exhibiting 

higher elastic energy than the baseline samples. 



Overall, the CAI results showed that the use of milled glass fibre filler loaded samples exhibited a 

positive influence on the residual strength of composite samples investigated.  
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Figure captions: 

Figure 1: Load and energy versus time curves obtained from impact test (a) Baseline samples (b) 

Filler loaded samples. 

Figure 2: (a) Energy profile diagram and (b) absorbed energy plot for both baseline samples and 

filler loaded samples, respectively. 

Figure 3: (a) Damage degree and (b) Residual deformation plot for both baseline samples and 

filler loaded samples. 

Figure 4: (a) Velocity-deformation plot and (b) Velocity ratio (VR/VI) plot for both baseline 

samples and filler loaded samples. 

Figure 5: Photographs of projected impact damaged area at different energy levels. 

Figure 6:  Variations in impact damage area for different impact energies. 

Figure 7: Cross-sectional view of the damaged samples at different impact energy levels 

Figure 8 (a) and (b) shows SEM micrographs of the fractured surface of baseline lass/epoxy 

sample and filler loaded sample, respectively. 

Figure 9: (a) Compression after impact (CAI) strength and (b) % improvement in residual 

strength for samples impacted at different energy levels. 

 

 

 

 



 

 Figure 1: Load and energy versus time curves obtained from impact test (a) 
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Figure 2: (a) Energy profile diagram and (b) absorbed energy plot for both baseline samples and 

filler loaded samples, respectively. 

 

 



 

 

Figure 3: (a) Damage degree and (b) Residual deformation plot for both baseline samples 

and filler loaded samples. 

 

 

 



 Figure 4: (a) Velocity-deformation plot and (b) Velocity ratio (VR/VI) plot for 

both baseline samples and filler loaded samples. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Photographs of projected impact damaged area at different energy levels. 

 



 

Figure 6:  Variations in impact damage area for different impact energies. 



 

Figure 7: Cross-sectional view of the damaged samples at different impact energy levels. 

  



 

Figure 8 (a) and (b) shows SEM micrographs of the fractured surface of  

baseline glass/epoxy sample and filler loaded sample, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: (a) Compression after impact (CAI) strength and (b) % improvement in residual 

strength for samples impacted at different energy levels. 



Table captions: 

Table 1: Impact test parameters, CAI strength of the baseline and filler loaded samples  

(Figures in parentheses indicate standard deviation). 

Baseline Samples 

Impact 

Energy 

(J) 

Peak Load 

(N) 

Max. 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Absorbed 

Energy  

(J) 

Residual 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Time to 

Peak Load 

(ms) 

CAI 

Strength 

(MPa) 

10J 3611.19 

± (71.50) 

4.19 

 ± (0.16) 

3.09  

± (0.2) 

0.15  

± (0.09) 

2.16  

± (0.1) 

98.44 

± (1.72) 

15J 4690.38  

± (67.92) 

5.11 

± (0.11) 

6.10 

± (0.29) 

0.45  

± (0.12) 

1.88  

± (0.2) 

89.33  

± (2.61) 

20J 5329.81  

± (90.03) 

6.29  

± (0.10) 

9.43  

± (0.5) 

0.75  

± (0.10) 

2.16  

± (0.1) 

83.55  

± (1.27) 

25J 5432.71 

± (51.50) 

7.36  

± (0.18) 

12.73  

± (0.46) 

1.64  

± (0.17) 

2.22  

± (0.1) 

79.11  

± (1.55) 

30J 5618.91  

± (25.57) 

8.20 

± (0.1) 

17.51  

± (0.56) 

3.06  

± (0.25) 

1.96  

± (0.2) 

76.66 

± (1.33) 

Filler Loaded Samples 

Impact 

Energy 

(J) 

Peak Load 

(N) 

Max. 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Absorbed 

Energy  

(J) 

Residual 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Time to 

Peak Load 

(ms) 

CAI 

Strength 

(MPa) 

10J 3924.17  

± (91.57) 

4.08 

 ± (0.14) 

1.76 

 ± (0.2) 

0.1 

 ± (0.05) 

2.08 

 ± (0.2) 

117.55 

± (2.27) 

15J 4801.85  

(± 36.13) 

4.96 

 ± (0.16) 

5.82 

 ± (0.34) 

0.32 

 ± (0.12) 

1.90 

 ± (0.1) 

111.77  

± (1.88) 

20J 5797.07  

(± 90.31) 

6.01  

± (0.10) 

8.50  

± (0.5) 

0.68 

 ± (0.18) 

2.21  

± (0.1) 

108.22  

± (1.61) 

25J 6161.56  

(± 75.33) 

6.88 

 ± (0.10) 

13.80 ± 

(0.54) 

1.52 

± (0.2) 

1.92  

± (0.2) 

101.55  

± (2.30) 

30J 6137.06   

(± 57.57) 

7.98 

 ± (0.12) 

18.14  

± (0.62) 

2.4  

± (0.26) 

1.81  

± (0.1) 

97.11  

± (2.55) 



 


